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Why are companies
running mission-critical
SAP workloads on
Public Cloud
A large number of organizations are looking to harness the
power of Cloud to transform their businesses for
competitive advantage while creating extraordinary value
for customers, partners and employees.
Factors

like

speed,

cost

savings,

scale

and faster

deployment make it imperative to put cloud at the core of
your business. SAP solutions on the cloud have the
following considerations — building a business case and
defining the roadmap to identifying the best solution and
migrating instances to seamlessly integrate into your IT
landscape. As a certified SAP Global Solutions Integrator, LTI
offers you the depth of partnership, a width of experience,
one-of-a-kind frameworks, tools, and accelerators to
overcome any potential challenges.

CAPEX to OPEX
of SAP infrastructure
platform

Benefits

40 - 75%
Cost savings

Faster Provision

Less Complexity

Minutes instead
of days

60%

Higher Innovation

Rapid Provisioning of
SAP systems, accelerated
time-to-market

Lower Costs

Rapid recovery times
and high availability
solutions

Enterprise digital transformation
journey and adoption of
HANA (cloud / on-premise)

Archive data and the
corresponding SAP systems
audit-proof

Higher Agility

Scenarios

Less Storage Costs

While these are tangible and important business benefits, the move to Public Cloud, however, is just the
first step in our client’s the innovation journey. After building a foundation on Public Cloud infrastructure,
our clients are working to transform their entire business while saving costs, experimenting with cloud
technologies, and going to market more quickly with applications that can extend or integrate with their
SAP investments. Our clients are working to realize their own business transformation by focusing on four
pillars: Big data & Analytics, IoT, Apps & APIs, and DevOps. All these focus areas are supported by a strong
foundation of machine learning and compute services on Public Cloud. Many of these solutions themselves
can be built directly on Public Cloud.
In order to enable you to fast-track your Cloud journey, we bring to you LTI Infinity for SAP® Solutions
platform, which is the industry- first integrated SAP Cloud Adoption platform addressing all needs for your
SAP to Cloud journey.

Infinity STaRT
Free Assessment Offer for SAP to Cloud
Proof-of-Value and Technical Analysis for SAP migration to Public Cloud.
We will bring together our migration experience, toolkits and expertise, along with Public Cloud services
already enabled for you to successfully demonstrate:

1

2

Business case and cost savings

Performance and technical parameters mutually agreed upon

for SAP on Public Cloud

to demonstrate viability of SAP on Cloud for your complex

vis-à-vis current cost structure

landscape, where high volume of transactions need to move

and alternative options.

between on-premise systems, external systems and the ERP.

Post our assessment, you can determine
your right path to Cloud

Lift and
Shift

Lift and
Modernize

Simple lift-and-shift, usually of dev/
test environments
Hosting cost reduction through
environment lifecycle
Migrate to make more efficient use of
database and licenses

+ Licensing cost reduction

On-prem

Modernize
with
HANA DB

Transform
with
S/4 and/ or
Industry Cloud

Enable real-time analytics on part of the portfolio
while reducing cost of remaining landscape

Cloud

+ Analytics on transaction data

Business transformation

Better leverage embedded analytics and
industry solutions

Description

Benefits and Drivers

Proof Points for Migrating SAP
on Public Cloud
LTI, jointly with a Public Cloud provider, performs a 2-week assessment across the below elements to help
re-affirm its position to migrate SAP on Public Cloud. At the end of assessment, LTI will submit the
measurement report consisting all KPIs. All the KPIs will be compared between On-Premise vs. Public
Cloud deployment.

Performance

Agility

Reliability

Security

Cost

Why LTI is the right partner to
execute this assessment
100+
SAP Migration & Upgrade
Projects Executed Successfully.
Trusted by Global Brands like…

Veolia

Vattenfall

TopHat

Larsen & Toubro

In addition to being a top tier GSSP for SAP overall, LTI
is a key strategic partner for the EC&O practice. They
were the first partner globally to embrace the
Industry Cloud strategy in EC&O and have delivered
multiple industry cloud solutions for construction.

Global IBU Head – EC&O – SAP

Industry Innovation Partner
SAP Pinnacle Award (2020)

ACE Awards for
SAP Implementations
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LTI (NSE: LTI) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions Company helping more than 400 clients succeed in a converging
world. With operations in 31 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital transformation with LTI’s Mosaic
platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our
unique heritage gives us unparalleled real-world expertise to solve the most complex challenges of enterprises across all industries.
Each day, our team of more than 35,000 LTItes enable our clients to improve the effectiveness of their business and technology
operations and deliver value to their customers, employees and shareholders. Follow us at @LTI_Global

Email: info@Lntinfotech.com

